The concept of nonlinear modes is applied in order to analyze the behavior of a model of woodwind reed instruments. Using a modal expansion of the impedance of the instrument, and by projecting the equation for the acoustic pressure on the normal modes of the air column, a system of second order ordinary differential equations is obtained. The equations are coupled through the nonlinear relation describing the volume flow of air through the reed channel in response to the pressure difference across the reed. The system is treated using an amplitude-phase formulation for nonlinear modes, where the frequency and damping functions, as well as the invariant manifolds in the phase space, are unknowns to be determined. The formulation gives, without explicit integration of the underlying ordinary differential equation, access to the transient, the limit cycle, its period and stability. The process is illustrated for a model reduced to three normal modes of the air column.
INTRODUCTION
Musical wind instruments are interesting examples of nonlinear vibrating systems. The process governing the formation of self-sustained oscillations is surprisingly complex. In short, a wind instrument consists of a resonator and a generator [1] . The resonator is the air column inside the instrument, and is usually characterized by the linear wave equation. The generator, in turn, consists of some kind of pressure or flow controlled valve [2] , where the relationship between air flow and pressure is starkly nonlinear. Even a simplistic model of sound generation must include these nonlinear effects, simply because they are a prerequisite for the forming of a self-sustained oscillation from a continuous supply of air. One important reason why different wind instruments sound so different can be attributed to the nonlinearities, and how they interact with the vibrational modes of the air column at hand. The aim of this paper is to study how the sound production in a clarinet-like instrument can be analyzed and simulated in the framework of nonlinear modes. A first reason for pursuing this subject is to evaluate the possibility to use nonlinear modes to derive models of reduced complexity, which are of interest for sound synthesis. Another goal is to identify important control parameters in a reduced model (functions of such entities as blowing pressure, pinching force and position of the player's lips on the reed etc) which can be regulated by a musician in an intuitive way, without a long period of training.
Modal analysis is the natural tool for characterizing linear mechanical systems (in particular for numerical modelling, prediction and experimental characterization). The extension of the modal theory to nonlinear mechanical systems appears for the first time under the name Nonlinear Normal Modes in the work of Rosenberg [3] for a system of n-masses interconnected by nonlinear springs. A NNM is defined as a family of periodic solutions of the equation of motions corresponding to simple curves in the configuration space. In this paper the name Nonlinear Modes (NM) will be used in place of NNM. Shaw and Pierre [4] extended the concept of NM in the context of phase space. This approach is geometric by nature and makes use of the theory of invariant manifolds for dynamical systems. A NM of an autonomous system is defined as a two-dimensional invariant manifold in the phase space, passing "through a stable equilibrium point of the system and, at that point, it is tangent to a plan, which is an eigenspace of the system linearized about that equilibrium" [5] . In the invariant manifold, the modal dynamics reduces to a one-degree of freedom nonlinear oscillator. This definition is valid for dissipative mechanical systems. A nonlinear superposition technique is also proposed [5] and its validity is discussed by Pellicano and Mastroddi [6] . The invariant manifold approach is also related to the methods based on the theory of the normal forms [8, 9, 10] , where the invariant manifold and the modal dynamics equation of motion are extracted from the minimal representation. The construction of the NM for piecewise linear systems has been considered By Jiang, Pierre and Shaw [7] . A review paper by Vakakis [11] and the book by Vakakis et al. [12] contain an almost complete report of the history of the subject.
In this paper, a method devised by Bellizzi and Bouc [13] for computing two-dimensional invariant manifolds of dynamical systems is considered. This method (recalled in section 3) can be run with systems with internal resonances without additional complexity, something that is often incompatible with other formulations [4] . Some comments are given in [14] regarding the access to higher-dimensional manifolds, but this approach will not be considered here. Indeed, resonance frequencies of wind instruments may be proportional to each others, in particular if the bore is a cylinder, which is the case for the clarinet model, detailed in section 2. The work presented in this paper should not be seen as a mere application of known methods to a particular example. The NM formulation employed here is very recent, and it is our hope that part of the presented work will contribute to the knowledge of how to compute the invariant manifolds (see more particularly sections 3.5 and 3.6). In section 4, it is demonstrated how the computation of the NM extending the linear modes of the bore, and of their properties, can be used to analyze and even predict the model's behavior in terms of transient and steady state, instantaneous amplitude and frequency, limit cycles and their stability. Results are systematically confronted with direct numerical simulations.
THE CLARINET MODEL
A wide class of musical wind instruments have similar principles of functioning: the player, by blowing inside the instrument destabilizes a valve (a simple reed, a double reed or two lips). The acoustic response of the instrument acts as a feedback loop which influences the valve behavior. The production of a sound corresponds to the self-sustained oscillation of this dynamical system. Obviously, in spite of these similarities, the functioning of each class of instruments possesses its own specificities. In this section, basic principles of the clarinet functioning are briefly recalled. Simple models are available in the literature [15, 16, 17, 18, 19] .
The reed
The reed is often modelled as a mass/spring/damper oscillator. However, because of a resonance frequency (≃ 2000Hz) large compared to the first harmonics of typical playing frequencies, inertia and damping are often neglected [16] . This hypothesis leads, considering that reed dynamics is governed by the pressure difference across the reed, to
where z (respectively z 0 ) is the reed position (respectively at rest). The reed is closed when z = 0 and opened when z > 0. k s is the reed surface stiffness, p mouth and p jet are the pressure deviation in the mouth and under the reed tip, respectively.
The air flow
As noted by Hirschberg [20] , in the case of clarinet-like instruments, the control of the volume flow by the reed position is due to the existence of a turbulent jet. Indeed, a jet is supposed to form in the embouchure (pressure p jet ) after the flow separation from the walls, at the end of the (very short) reed channel (see Fig. 1 ). Neglecting the velocity of air flow in the mouth compared to jet velocity v jet , the Bernoulli theorem applied between the mouth and the reed channel leads to
where ρ is the air density. Since the cross section at the inlet can be expressed as the product between the reed opening z and the reed width w r (not visible in Fig. 1 since it is transversal to the plane of the figure), Eq. (2) can be re-written as
where u is the volume flow across the reed. Combining Eqs. (1) and (3) leads to the well known expression of the volume flow as a function of the pressure difference across the reed
Since the cross section of the embouchure is large compared to the cross section of the reed channel, it can be supposed [21, chapter7] that all the kinetic energy of the jet is dissipated through turbulence with no pressure recovery (like in the case of a free jet). Therefore, the pressure in the jet is (assuming pressure continuity) the acoustic pressure p r imposed by the resonator response to the incoming volume flow u.
Introducing the non-dimensional pressure [22, chapter 6 ]p = p r /(k s z 0 ) and volume flowū = Z c u/(k s z 0 ), Eq. (4) reads
with ζ = Z c ω r 2z 0 ks and γ = p mouth /(k s z 0 ). When the reed is closed, i.e. 1 +p − γ < 0, the volume flow is zero (ū = 0).
It has been verified [23] that a cubic expansion of Eq. (5) leads to a reasonably good approximation to the resulting periodic solutions, at least far from the complete closing of the reed. Therefore, we assume that the volume flow is finally given bȳ
Acoustics in the instrument
We consider a cylindrical bore (length l) for the clarinet, and follow Debut [24, page 60] . Although the final model will be considered in the time domain, it is first written in the frequency domain, where it is simplified before going back to the time domain.
The model retained is the wave equation inside the tube, with a source at x = x s to take into account the air flow blown into the instrument, and Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions at the input and the output of the tube, respectively:
α is a real number representing visco-thermal losses (dispersion is neglected) and varies as the square root of the frequency. The case of a clarinet model corresponds to a source located at the input of the tube (i.e. x s → 0).
The dimensionless pressure fieldP (x, ω) is decomposed into the family {f n } n∈N of orthogonal eigenmodes of the air column inside the bore,
In the case of a closed/open cylindrical bore of length l and dispersion neglected, f n (x) = cos k n (x), where k n = nπ 2l
and n is an odd positive integer.
Modal coordinates P n (ω) are calculated through the projection of Eq. (7) (withP replaced by Eq. (8), truncated to N modes) on each mode f n , leading to
where ω n = k n c. , where Y n is the value of the admittance at frequency ω n /2π, Eq. (9) can now be written in the time domain as a second order ODE:
where p n (t) is the inverse Fourier transform of P n (ω).
Complete model
Considering Eqs. (10) and (6) leads to the dimensionless model, made of N second-order ODE,
The total pressure at the input end of the instrument is given by the sum of all p n (t) (Eq. (8) with x = 0).
The intention now is to apply the concept of NM to this system of Eqs. (11) . The aim is to get a reduced representation of the model, which could help in analyzing the model behavior, and which could be useful for sound synthesis purpose.
NONLINEAR MODES
It is briefly recalled here how to characterize the NM in the framework of the invariant manifold theory using an amplitude-phase transformation according to Bellizzi and Bouc [25, 13] .
We consider a system of the form
where P is an n-vector function, M is a non-singular symmetric square N ×N-matrix and F is a (sufficiently regular) vector function with dimension N such that F(0, 0) = 0.
Linear modes as a starting point
In this section, definition and properties of the normal modes are recalled when F in Eq. (12) is a linear function. Variables introduced in this section will be then extended to the nonlinear case in further sections.
Undamped case
Let us consider the case where F(P,Ṗ) = KP, where K is a symmetric square N × N−matrix. The normal modes are then the N pairs (Ω p , Ψ p ) solutions of the eigenvalue problem
and the orthogonality condition and the mass-normalization are written respectively as
A family of periodic solutions is associated to each normal mode as
where
The amplitude and frequency of the periodic motion are v and Ω p /2π respectively and X is a periodic function with respect to the phase variable φ.
Damped case
If F(P,Ṗ) = KP + CṖ, where K and C are real, square matrices, the eigenvalue problem to solve is now [27] 
The family of solutions associated to each mode is now written as
Depending on the sign of η p , the motion can be damped (η p < 0), amplified (η p > 0), or periodic (η p = 0). The amplitude and frequency of the motion are v(t) and Ω p /2π respectively. Here also X is a periodic function with respect to the phase variable φ.
Definition of nonlinear modes
In the case of a nonlinear function F in Eq. (12), the linear modal formalism recalled in section 3.1 is extended hereafter with the following major differences:
• X is not only a periodic function with respect to the phase variable but is also a function of the amplitude v (see Eq. (20)).
• Even in the case of a periodic motion, the amplitude v is a function of time defined through a differential equation (see Eq. (21a). The linear damped case studied in the above section would correspond to ξ(t) = η in Eq. (21a).
• The pulsation of the motion Ω is no more constant, but is a function of the amplitude v and the phase φ (see Eq. (21b).
Indeed, we focus on motions (solutions of Eq. (12)) where the pressure components and its derivatives (P andṖ) are related to a single pair of amplitude and phase variables (v and φ) according to
where X and Y are N-vector functions, which are 2π-periodic with respect to the phase variable φ and the amplitude and phase variables are governed by the two first-order differential equations
In Eq. (21), Ω (the frequency function or frequency modulation function) and ξ (the damping function or amplitude modulation function) are two scalar functions. As established in [13] , these two functions can be only chosen as even and π-periodic with respect to the phase variable. Furhermore, ϕ ∈ [0, 2π] and a > 0 are two given constants which set the initial conditions of the motion.
If such a family of motions (20)- (21), parameterized by the variables (a, ϕ) exist, it defines a NM for Eq. (12), which is characterized by the four functions X, Y, Ω and ξ.
Some properties of nonlinear modes
For a given NM, the modal motions are confined to lie on a two-dimensional invariant manifold [4, 28] in the phase space, defined by the parametric equations
and the modal dynamics on the invariant manifold are given by Eq. (21) . In terms of signal processing, the functionφ characterizes the instantaneous frequency of the modal motion and the function v defines the amplitude modulation of the modal motion.
If the damping function ξ ≡ 0 (which means that v(t) = a, ∀t), all the modal motions (defined by Eqs. (20) and (21)) will be periodic. The period is given by
showing that the period is only amplitude dependent. This situation appears for autonomous conservative systems [25] .
Periodic modal motions may also exist if ξ ≡ 0 or more precisely if
ξ Ω ( ≡ 0) does not keep a constant sign. Indeed, from Eq. (21), it follows that
can be viewed as a "generalized damping rate function". Since τ is π-periodic with respect to the independent variable φ, a periodic solution v * (with v * (φ) = v * (φ + π)) may exist for some ξ and Ω (one necessary condition being that τ (v, φ) does not keep a constant sign). It follows that the associated modal motion
withφ(t) = Ω(v * (φ(t)), φ(t)) and φ(0) = ϕ, will be T -periodic with period
From Eq. (24), the stability analysis of the periodic function v * can be deduced using the average principle in the context of perturbation theory [29] from the existence of an equilibrium point in the averaged equation
More precisely, each equilibrium point v * * (defined as < τ > (v * * ) = 0), which can be viewed as a constant approximation of a periodic function v * , characterizes a periodic modal motion (or limit cycle) on the invariant manifold. This limit cycle is asymptotically stable if
Note that in order to analyze the stability in the complete phase space and not only in the invariant manifold, the Floquet theory has to be applied [29, 13] . Finally, the periodic modal motion and the associated period can be approximated by, respectively,
withφ * * (t) = Ω(v * * , φ * * (t)) and φ * * (0) = ϕ, and
Characterization of a nonlinear mode
Substituting Eq. (20) into Eq. (12) and using Eq. (21) yields a set of first-order nonlinear Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) in the two variables (v, φ),
where (.) φ and (.) v denote the partial differentiation with respect to φ and v, respectively. The PDEs (31)- (32) are independent of time.
In order to characterize the four unknown functions (of v and φ) X, Y, Ω and ξ, it is necessary to add two scalar constraint equations to (31) and (32) (often called normalization conditions). Due to the 2π-periodicity with respect to the variable φ, the functions X can be expressed as
where (.) oc , (.) ec , (.) os , and (.) es denote the odd cosine, even cosine, odd sine, and even sine terms in the corresponding Fourier expansions. We will adopt in this study, without loss of generality, the following scalar constraint equations
These constraint equations involve only odd terms of the sine/cosine developments due to the assumptions imposed on the two scalar functions Ω and ξ (see Eq. (21)). Moreover, this choice reduces to usual normalization conditions for some important special cases [25] including the linear case (see next section).
Finally, a NM of the system (12) is obtained by solving Eqs. (31)- (35) for the four functions X, Y, Ω and ξ with initial values given at v = 0 and the periodicity properties
It can be shown [25] that a NM can be defined from each mode of the underlying linear system by selecting it as an initial condition, using the relations (19) . However, contrary to the case for linear systems, an N DOF nonlinear mechanical system can possess more that N NM [11] .
It is worth noting that depending on the properties of the function F, some functions among X os , X es , X oc , X ec can be discarded. For example,
Numerical solution of the equations describing the manifold

Eqs. (31)-(35) constitute a partial differential algebraic equation (PDAE).
It is an initial-boundary-value problem, where v acts as a time-like variable, and with periodic boundary conditions in the φ-direction. Differential algebraic equations are generally much more difficult to solve than differential equations. Firstly, the initial conditions must satisfy not only the algebraic constraints, but also a number of compatibility equations depending on the index of the equation [30] . For the solutions considered in this work, the NM are the continuations of corresponding linear modes. Consistent initial conditions of the PDAE are therefore directly obtained from the corresponding linearized system, or equivalently by setting v = 0 in Eqs. (31)-(35), which then collapse to an algebraic system of equations. Secondly, depending on the formulation of the numerical method, there is often a numerical drift in the fulfilment of the algebraic constraints as the integration advances.
The PDAE is solved by the finite difference method. The unknowns are discretized in the φ-direction, after which the occurring derivatives with respect to φ are approximated using finite difference approximations. This so-called method of lines [31] , where the v-derivatives are still left on their continuous form, leaves us with a usual differential algebraic equation (DAE), which can be solved with a suitable numerical integration scheme in the v-direction.
The backward differentiation formulae (BDF) are a wide class of methods for DAEs, of which the implicit Euler scheme is the most well-known representative. The approach differs from those used by Pesheck et al. [32] or Bellizzi and Bouc [13] , where use is made of Galerkin methods based on trigonometric terms, and in the latter case polynomial terms in the v-direction. Although elegant, the Galerkin treatment becomes prohibitively complex as the number of expansion terms increases. A low order, implicit scheme for step-wise advancement in the v-direction is also better adapted for capturing variations, or even irregularities, in the v-direction of the solution, which do not readily lend themselves to an accurate description with a polynomial basis. A step-wise integration is also consistent with the initial value character of the equation in the sense that at each v, the solution depends on the earlier, but not on subsequent states.
Let Z(v, φ) be anyone of the unknowns ξ(v, φ),
In the sequel, the respective discrete approximations U j,k are denoted
where the meaning is clear. Since the problem is periodic in the φ-direction, and can be expected to have a smooth solution in this direction, it is natural to use a pseudo-spectral [26] approximation of the ∂/∂φ-terms. The approximation can be interpreted as a usual finite difference approximation where the number of points, and hence the order of accuracy, is a function of the step-size h φ in the direction of differentiation. The implementation involves manipulations in the Fourier space and relies on the fast Fourier transform applied to the grid data. Accordingly, a term ∂Z(v k , φ k )/∂φ is approximated by the difference scheme
where D φ is denoted the pseudo-spectral differential operator, and the coefficients d m depend on the discretization. The second index of U reflects the fact that data from a grid-periodic in the φ-direction-is used in a wrap-around fashion. For the appropriate choice of d m , the approximation has spectral convergence rate, meaning that the error decreases faster than any polynomial in h φ .
Leaving the system of equations (31)-(35) stated on its implicit form, and by approximating the appearing derivatives with the pseudo-spectral scheme in the φ-direction and a backward difference in the v-direction, the implicit Euler approximation of the PDAE at hand is given by
The decomposition in even and odd cosine and sine parts is done with the aid of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT), followed by a selection of the appropriate Fourier components, and finally an inverse DFT. Due to the symmetric properties of the unknowns, not all the equations k = 0, . . . , N φ − 1 are linearly independent. This reduces the number of equations, but since it is known beforehand that Ω and ξ can be expanded in only even cosine terms, it is possible to reduce the number of unknowns correspondingly. Accordingly, the set {LI} is chosen so that only linearly independent equations are retained, and new variables ξ ec and Ω ec , containing only the odd cosine components of ξ and Ω, are introduced as unknowns in the numerical solution of Eq. (37).
The solution on each new v-level j + 1 is obtained by solving Eq. (37) for all X i j+1,k , Y i j+1,k , ξ j+1,k and Ω j+1,k . This non-linear system of equations is solved numerically using the Newton method, where the starting solution in each step is obtained as a first order extrapolation of the solution at levels j − 1 and j.
Computation of time dependent solutions from the manifolds
Once the surfaces X(v, φ), Y(v, φ), ξ(v, φ) and Ω(v, φ) have been computed, the time evolutions v(t) and φ(t) can be computed numerically solving Eq. (21). Since numerical approximations of ξ and Ω are known only for certain discrete values v i and φ i , a two-dimensional interpolation procedure is used, employing trigonometric interpolation in the φ-direction and quadratic interpolation in the v-direction. For solutions representing a limit cycle, it is necessary to solve Eqs. (31)- (35) on an interval [0, v max ], where v max is large enough so that the computed region of the invariant manifold contains the limit cycle. In practice, this implies a value of v max slightly above the amplitude of the limit cycle v * * as defined in section 3.3. An estimate of when v max is reached can be obtained by keeping track of the mean damping function Eq. (28), which is a measure of the average energy dissipated or supplied to the system over one period. It is zero at v = v * * . The physical variables in phase space are finally given by Eq. (20), where once again the two-dimensional interpolation procedure is employed.
Nonlinear modes for the clarinet model
The clarinet model described in section 2 is considered for a case where N = 3. As the excitation of modes four and onwards is fairly weak for the chosen blowing pressure, only the most prominent three modes are treated for clarity. The method presented in section 3 is applied to find the NM of the system, with
T . With Eq. (11) linearized and written on first-order form, it is possible to determine the value of the blowing parameter γ where an equilibrium point loses its stability and a self-sustained oscillation can appear if a Hopf-bifurcation occurs. The motion becomes oscillatory when the corresponding eigenvalue of the linearized system matrix crosses the imaginary axis. The model parameters (Tab. 1) are chosen so as to correspond to a mezzo forte playing condition. The first vibrational mode becomes linearly unstable at γ = 0.363, see Fig. 2 . For γ = 0.386, also the second mode becomes linearly unstable. Thus, the chosen blowing pressure (γ = 0.39) is just strong enough to render also the second mode linearly unstable. It means that for the chosen value of γ, playing in the first or second register might be possible, depending on their stability and on the initial conditions. This will be investigated in the following. 
First mode
In a first step, the NM described by X and Y , as well as ξ and Ω, is computed solving Eqs. (31)-(35) with the method described section 3.5 and by choosing the first linear mode of the linearized system (which differs from the first linear mode of the resonator) as the initial condition at v = 0. The shapes of the surfaces X, ξ and Ω are shown in Fig. 3 for a case with 31 discretization points in the φ-direction (effectively resolving the first 15 Fourier terms), and 50 discretization points on the interval v ∈ [0, 0.41]. As expected, the shape of X 1 starts out from a purely harmonic variation with respect to φ at v = 0. The shape then changes only slightly as the amplitude grows. Components X 2 through X 3 are small at v = 0, but then change dramatically as the amplitude grows. For low amplitudes, ξ is constant and positive, which is characteristic for an unstable motion. As the amplitude grows, the shape becomes more complicated attaining both positive and negative values. The function < τ > (Eq. (28)) starts out at a positive value, and crosses the v−axis at v * * = 0.4046 with a negative derivative. This is a necessary condition for a self-sustained oscillation (see section 3.3).
In a second step, a time evolution v(t) and φ(t) is calculated from an arbitrary, small-amplitude initial condition (v(0) = 0.1, φ(0) = 0) numerically solving Eq. (21), as described in section 3.6. According to the obtained results, the time evolutions of the components of P(t) andṖ(t) can finally be computed with Eq. (20) . These results are shown in Fig. 4-5 . Instead of φ(t), the instantaneous frequencyφ(t) is shown. As expected, for small values of v,φ oscillates around 815.55 rad s −1 which is the value of the imaginary part of the first eigenvalue of the linearized system. It is noticeable that there is a slight difference between this frequency and the corresponding resonance frequency of the 1/4−wavelength resonator (2πc/4l = 815.37 rad s −1 ). For larger values of v, the amplitude of the oscillation inφ is increasing. As can be seen in Fig. 5 , the amplitude of the first component p 1 grows quickly initially, but then stabilizes as the limit cycle is approached. The same phenomenon is visible for the higher components, but they show a much stronger relative growth. This is a typical feature for wind instruments, where the small amplitude oscillations are nearly sinusoidal. As the amplitude grows, nonlinear effects add increasingly to the timbre by successive enrichment of the harmonic content of the signal. The envelopes of the components p n are defined by the form of v together with the evolution of the components of X versus v.
In order to check the validity of the solutions, a reference solution (with initial conditions given by Eq. (20) at t = 0) was computed by direct solving of Eq. (11) using a Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg solver (ode45 in Matlab) with a small tolerance. The difference between the solution obtained from the MN approach and the reference solution is presented as the error in Fig. 5 . The error is very small during the transient phase, but then starts to grow slowly in time mainly due to the error in the frequency. A longer simulation demonstrates (not shown in figure) that the error envelope grows for some time approximately linearly with time, consistent with a slowly growing phase lag. (The same kind of error growth would be prevalent for any method with numerical dispersion, however small the error in the frequency, albeit at a different rate.)
It is interesting to compare the limit cycle computed from the NM, with that obtained from the reference solution. The comparison eliminates any accumulated phase errors, and gives another more direct estimate of the error. Fig. 6 shows the limit cycles superimposed. The difference is hardly distinguishable in the plot. An approximation of the limit cycle computed from Eq. (29), with the constant value v * * = 0.4046 (zero of < τ >, see bottom left of Fig. 3 ), is also shown in the figure. Evidently, a good approximation of the limit cycle can also be obtained. In order to get an estimate A p of the amplitude of the pressure signal p = Σ 3 i=1 p i in the steady state, surfaces X i must be taken into account through Eq. (29)
The limit cycle frequency given by Eq. (30) is 815.2 rad s −1 , which can be compared to the linear resonance frequency of the 1/4 wave resonator that is 815.37 rad s −1 , and to the eigenfrequency of the linearized system that is 815.55 rad s −1 . Thus a modal motion according to the first NM corresponds to a clarinet sounding in its first register. We have seen that the instantaneous amplitude and frequency are oscillating, even in the steady state. This is not in contradiction to the fact that the corresponding regime in terms of time evolution of p i is periodic. This can be checked from Fig. 6 where the dynamics of the steady state corresponds to a limit cycle in the configuration space.
Second mode
A similar investigation for the second nonlinear mode of the clarinet is presented in Fig. 7-10 . The initial conditions for the computation of the nonlinear mode have been changed to the second linear mode of the linearized system. We see in Fig. 7 that the second component X 2 is now dominating over X 1 and X 3 . The value of ξ shows a variation that initially resembles that of the first mode, with positive as well as negative values. The amplitude v * * = 0.1035 of the limit cycle is again found as the zero of < τ >, which is smaller than for the first mode. Also for the second mode, the derivative of < τ > is negative at v = v * * , showing that the limit cycle is stable on the invariant manifold. This means that the limit cycle is stable with respect to a subspace of disturbances, but not necessarily to any disturbance. . It is noticeable that ripples on v andφ are much weaker than in Fig. 4 . This is related to the smoothness of the surfaces ξ and Ω (see Fig. 7 ), which remain much more regular than for the first mode, even past the limit cycle amplitude. Fig. 9 shows the limit cycle of NM 2 on the invariant manifold represented by the three components p 1 -p 3 according to Eq. (29) . The smoothness of the invariant manifold is linked with the smoothness of the surfaces of X, which are again much smoother even for high amplitudes, than is the case for the first mode. The invariant manifold for the first mode would be much more difficult to visualize due to its intricate folds and intersections with itself. The shown surface is really a projection of a six-dimensional manifold (including alsoṗ 1 -ṗ 3 ) that does not intersect with itself.
A direct numerical simulation (solving Eq. (11)) indicates that the limit cycle for the second nonlinear mode may be unstable in the phase space for the chosen parameter values. Indeed, a direct numerical simulation started from initial conditions on the manifold representing the second nonlinear mode, will eventually jump out of the manifold due to round-off and truncation errors. This is seen from the curves in the center column of Fig. 10 . The time evolution is initially the same as for the solution computed from the NM approach (left column), but after about 1.5 s, the first component starts to become notably excited and the growth of the second component is discontinued. The limit cycle for the second nonlinear mode is never reached, and the oscillation eventually converges to the limit cycle of the first mode.
To analyze the stability of the limit cycle, Floquet Theory has to be applied [29] . Starting from the approximated limit cycle given by Eq. (29), the monodromy matrix is computed solving the 2π-periodic variational linear differential system associated to Eq. (11) over one period, using the six canonical basis vectors as initial conditions successively (see details in [13] ). The computations show that the periodic orbit (approximated by Eq. (29) ) associated with the second NM is unstable in the phase space (two complex conjugate multipliers are outside the unit circle).
Thus, for this clarinet model, the second register appears unstable with the chosen parameter values, which is often experienced by beginners on real instruments.
Third mode
Calculations for the third NM are presented in Fig. 11-12 . The initial conditions for the computation of the NM have been changed to the third linear mode of the linearized system. We see, Fig. 11 , that the third component X 3 is now dominating over X 1 and X 2 . The surface ξ, unlike for the first and the second modes, starts out at a negative value for v = 0. As v increases, the surface becomes increasingly oscillatory, but at no point is the mean value positive. In terms of the mean damping function, < τ > is strictly negative. As a consequence, for the chosen blowing parameter γ, a solution started at any point on the third mode invariant manifold converges to the equilibrium point which is stable. There is no limit cycle in the invariant manifold associated to the third NM. This is exemplified, in the time domain on v andφ with small-amplitude initial condition v(0) = 0.1 and φ(0) = 0 (see Fig. 12 ).
Discussion
Some problems with divergence of the solution in the computation of the NM have been observed for certain values of v. Numerical experiments indicate that the value v div , where the instability occurs, converges to a certain value as the step size h v in the v-direction decreases. In the case of a model with one single degree of freedom, it is possible to formulate a version of Eqs. (31)- (32) where the algebraic constraints Eqs. (34)-(35) are eliminated by assuming X(v(t), φ(t)) = cos(φ(t)) in Eq. (20) . The divergence persists also in that case, which indicates that the problem is not a consequence of the differential-algebraic structure of the original problem. The findings suggest some sort of ill-posedness in the continuous equation, rather than a numerical problem, but the exact nature of this is yet to be investigated in detail. For higher blowing levels, the point of instability is reached before the amplitude of stable oscillation is reached, thus limiting the applicability to medium amplitudes. However, the validity of the clarinet model itself is limited to medium amplitudes (i.e. non beating reed).
The clarinet model with up to 8 degrees of freedom has been investigated, with results that are in accordance with the case N = 3. There is in principle no limit of N, but the computational time increases with the size of the system.
Conclusion
We have seen that the suggested method for computing NM motions of dynamical systems, using amplitude and phase as master variables, is capable of dealing with self oscillating systems with internal resonances. The numerical method presented in this paper offers a flexible way to handle the problem of numerical refinement for increased accuracy, and allows for the treatment of larger systems with many degrees of freedom -unlimited in principle, but limited by memory demands and execution time considerations in practice. A bottleneck in the computations is the solution of Eqs. (31)-(35). The implicit method requires the solution of a nonlinear system of equations, whose size grows with N and N φ , but the use of an analytical Jacobian matrix speeds up the computation. Although the calculation of the manifolds is unwieldy, it is a pre-processing step after which the computational work is independent of, or grows only linearly (the work of forming the components p j ) with N. The surfaces X, Y, ξ and Ω are intricate for amplitudes in excess of the limit cycle amplitude v * * , but for smaller v, their smoothness allows for a more compact reduced order representation, e.g. each surface might be represented by one single, or a piece-wise patchwork, of approximating functions with a limited number of parameters. This could greatly reduce storage demands and the need for interpolation.
This approach has many valuable by-products. For example, after having solved Eq. (21), which is an ODE with two unknowns, one has immediate access to the instantaneous amplitude and frequency without the need to solve the whole system (11) . Moreover, one has also direct access to the solution components p 1 , . . . , p N andṗ 1 , . . . ,ṗ N for any t. We have also seen that is possible to compute unstable dynamics, including transients and the steady state. The limit cycles, finally, can be estimated without any computation whatsoever in the time domain. However, the manifold (and the dynamics) are calculated for constant parameters γ and ζ. Therefore, a consequence highlighted by this study is that a direct application of the approach for sound synthesis is therefore not obvious. On the contrary, the approach is predominately adapted for analyzing model dynamics.
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